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Quantum mechanics versus spectral differential geometry
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We relate the Schrodinger equation for any two-dimensional natural mechanical system to the eigenvalue equation for the
Laplace—Beltrami operator associated with the Jacobi metric of the given system, thereby connecting quantum mechanics and
spectral geometry. The harmonic oscillator and the Pullen—Edmonds potential are discussed in this context.

By a natural system (NMS) [1] we shall mean a nian associated with the free motion on the pseu-
conservative system with Hamiltonian of the form dosphere is given by the Laplace—Beltrami operator
H=~ + V=E. (1) on the pseudosphere.They were thus able todraw on

a number of results from spectral Riemannian ge-
We geometrize such a system by imposing the scaled ometry [4,51,which deals with questions related to
Jacobi metric [1,21 the eigenvalue spectrum ofthe Laplace—Beltrami op-

erator on manifolds. However all NMSs have Jacobi
g= (1 — v) a, V= VIE, (2) manifolds with variable curvature; furthermore, sev-
on the configuration manifold. (We considerE>o eral widely studied chaotic systems, e.g., the Hénon—
for notational simplicity.) We shall refer to the re- Heiles [6], and the Pullen—Edmonds [71,have
sulting Riemannian manifold as the Jacobi manifold Gaussian curvatureK> 0. It is therefore desirable to
M ofthe NMS. Thegeodesicflow on M corresponds be able to carry out similar investigations on these
to the trajectories of the NMS after a suitable re- more general systems.
parametrization. The Jacobi metric (2) is a well-de- In this Letter we show that the eigenvalue equa-
fined Riemannian metric in the region of the con- tion for the Laplace—Beltrami operator associated
figuration space where v < 1 (V<E). However, as is with the Jacobi metric of any two-dimensional NMS
the case for example for systems with only bound is the Schrodinger equation for the system; thus we
states, at the physical boundary V=E and the metric connect spectral Riemannian geometry to quantum
g becomes degenerate. In such cases the Jacobi man- mechanics. In most cases the manifold M of a NMS
ifold M is compact with boundary; moreover its when compact has a boundary, and so the question
boundary has length equal to zero. Inspite of these of boundary conditions of the eigenvalue problem is
features, one can, with some care, work with such crucial. We clarify it using the harmonic oscillator
manifolds, potential as an example. We then discuss the use of
A Hamiltonian system — but nota NMS — that was Weyl’s asymptotic eigenvalue estimate as a rough

recently thoroughly investigated by Balazs and Vo- quantization rule for the harmonic oscillator and the
ros [3] in a study of classical and quantum chaos, Pullen—Edmonds potential.
is the motion on the compactified pseudosphere. This The Laplace—Beltrami operator acting on func-
compact two-dimensional system has constant neg- tions on a Riemannian manifold with metric g is
ative curvature; these features guarantee its strong given by
chaoticity. Balazs and Voros quantized their system ______

~gW ~/_g0i(v~~JoiY/). (3)making use of the fact that the quantum Hamilto-
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For the metric (2), in two dimensions, we have write w=F(Ø)R(r), for the solutions of eqs. (5) or
det g= (1 — v)2det a, thus (6) with Dirichiet boundary conditions. For F(0)

we obtain
L\
5W= (l_v)\/ ô,,w)— (ilØ)l—v’ _______(4) F5(0)=e~,,~... , (10)

where ~ is the Laplace—Beltrami operator for the where 1=0, ±I, ±2, ... in order to guarantee the sin-
metric a. The eigenvalue equation for t~g on M is gle-valuedness ofF, on M. The radial part of the dif-

ferential equation can as usual be transformed into
~gW= ~‘~~‘‘ (5) Whittaker’s equation, whose normalizable solution
which may be rewritten using (4) as gives us

A~+A(l—v)~=0; (6) R(r)=Ce~’
2z”~2

ifwe now let )~= 2E, eq. (6) is the Schrodingerequa- x
1F~( ~(1 + Ill) — ic; 1 + 1; z) , (11)

tion (with m = /1 = 1). In spectral geometry one seeks where C is a normalization constant, 1F1 the con-
connectionsbetween the spectrum of (5) and the ge- fluent hypergeometric function, and
ometry of M. If, as is the case for bound state prob-
lems, M is compact with boundary, then mathema- ic=(E2/8co

2) 1/2, z=(w22/2E)”2r2. (12)
ticians study (5) with Dirichlet (w= 0 on ÔM), or The ~M is given by the condition v= 1, or r2=2E/
Neumann (v~v=0 on 8M, with v a normalvector field w2 thus we have
on ÔM) boundary conditions. In contrast, the
boundary conditions for the corresponding problem Zmax = (2E2/w2) 1/2 = 4ic, (13)
in quantum mechanics require that çv=0 (exponen- so the Dinchlet boundary conditions on (11) re-tially) [8] at spatial infinity. quire thatLet x

1, x2, be the coordinates of the metric (2),
then the element of area on M is given by 1F1 (~(1 + Il) — ic-, 1 + 11; 4ic) = 0. (14)

dA=~/~i~~dx1dx2. (7) Eq. (14) then yields the spectrum of M, Spec(M).
Information about the zeros of 1F1 along with usefulWe let L

2(M) be the space ofmeasurable functions
~ on M for which TM I ~uI2dA < + ~. On L2 (M) we asymptotic expansions can be found in ref. [9]. Forexample, the number of positive (real) zerosN~ofhave the usual Hermitian inner product (11) in z is

(w
1Iwi)=J~dA. (8) N÷=—[~(l+I1I)—ic]. (15)

M In (15) [a] is the largest integer ~ a. It follows that
With the inner product (8), L

2(M) is a Hilbert
Ill), (16)space.

The Jacobi metric for the two-dimensional har- for (11) to have at least one positive zero. To get
monic oscillator is some idea of what Spec (M) looks like, we use an
g= [1—(co2/2E)r2](dr2+r2dØ2) (9) asymptotic expansion of (14) valid for large ic (see

ref. [9],eq.(19)onp. 109, andref. [l0]).Eq.(14)
its Gaussian curvature K> 0. M is homeomorphic to then reduces to
a disk and so its EulercharacteristicX(M)= 1 ~‘. We

sin{it[~(l+ l~)—ic+fl}=0 , (17)
~“ It is interesting that one can obtain this obvious result alsoby where we also assume ~ 0.07 j2—0.31. Wefind
making use of the Gauss—Bonnet formula. Special care is re- that
quiredsince K-. +co at t9M, and a limit must betaken as one
approaches aM.However, the divergence from K is cancelled ~= ~ + ~ I 1 + ~ , (1 8)
by a corresponding divergence in the geodesiccurvature ofÔM.
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where the radial quantum number n~= 0, 1, 2, ...; the ues [4,5] gives the number of eigenvalues N(A),
ic given by (18) satisfies (16), and givesN~=n~+1. counted with multiplicity, ~A. For two-dimensional
We now define the principal quantum number compact manifolds with boundary, Weyl’s formula

is
n=2nr+ Ill , (19)

A(M)A
and so the eigenvalues A,, of Spec(M) are given by N(A)~~ , asAt+co, (23)
(12) and (18)

where A (M) =AreaM (calculated using (7)). The
A,, = (n +5)2 (20) next correction term in an improved estimate known

as Weyl’s conjecture [5] involves the length of ~M
(calculated using (2)) L(ÔM); however, L(ÔM) =0From (19) and (20) we see that the multiplicity of

A,, is n+ 1; i.e., they are (n+ 1)-fold degenerate (just since g is degenerate on 8M, and so we get no con-
tribution from this term. If we let N(2)=m,

like the usual two-dimensional harmonicoscillator).
The orthogonality of the w~,with the inner product m = integer, we have the estimate (see ref. [4], p.

172)
(18) on M can be easily verified (see ref. [9], eq.
(4) on p. 112). Now using the fact that A=2E we 4xm
can also obtain the energy spectrum Am A(M)’ as mt+oo. (24)

E,, = w ( n +~). (21) In order tobetter understandthe above estimates we
return to the harmonic oscillator example. Since the

The spectrum of (21) is, of course, asymptotic to the levels are (n+ 1)-fold degenerate,
usual harmonic oscillator spectrum, w(n+ 1), for
large n. This could have been anticipated from eqs. N(A,,)= U+l)=~n(n+l) , (25)
(ll)—(14) since j=i

lim R(z)—’ lim R(4K) . (22) while from (23), using (20)forA,,andA(M)=xE/
w2 we have

large E

We expect this behavior to be typical for any poten- N(A,,) ~(n+4)2. (26)
tial with onlybound states since in the semi-classical Weyl’s estimate is not bad considering the rather
limit large n implies large E, and for largeE the Dir- drastic approximations involved in obtaining esti-
ichlet boundary conditions w= 0 on ÔM will ap- mate (20). Conversely from (24)
proach the usual quantum mechanical w=0 at ~ as Am”4w2mIE, (27)the distance of ~9Mfrom the origin approaches in-
finity. To put it another way, since in classical me- where m n (n+ 1). Finally if we let A = 2E, we ob-
chanics there is not penetration into the forbidden tam the estimate
region, E< V, one anticipates that as quantum me-

Em~WJ~J~Wfl. (28)chanics approaches classical mechanics, solutions
obtained in the semi-classical approximation will ap- We see that without detailed knowledge ofthe dis-
proach solutions obtained with Dirichlet boundary tribution and multiplicity of degenerate states, esti-
conditions. However, one should not lose sight of the mates (23) and (24) give us information on an
different meaning of eqs. (20) and (21): The ~ “equivalent” non-degenerate spectrum reflecting
can be thought of as the eigenfrequencies of the certain qualitative features of the actual spectrum
“membrane” M, whose geometry is determinedby g, rather well, e.g., the variation of the density of states
and whose area is fixed by the classical energy E and with coupling constant. Thus these estimates can be
the coupling constant. E,, on the other hand is simply used as a rough quantization rule [11].
the semi-classical energy spectrum and is a.symptot- We shall illustrate these ideas with one further cx-
ically related to the A,,. ample, the Pullen—Edmonds potential [7], whose
Weyl’s asymptotic formula for Dirichlet eigenval- Hamiltonian is
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H= ~(p~+p~)+ ~w2(x2+y2) +ax2y2, As mentioned abovetheGaussian curvature K> 0,and it turns out that the Ricci curvature satisfies the
a>0. (29) inequality

This system has been the subject of several investi- Ric(u, u) ~ w2/E> 0, (32)
gations both classically and quantum mechanically
[7,12]. Classically, for w2= 1, a=0.05, the motion u being any unit tangent vector in TM. There exist
is almost wholly regular below energy E= 15, while in the literature several results giving lower and up-
at energies above E=50 the motion is almost en- per bounds on Am, and in particular on the lowest
tirely chaotic. Quantum mechanically, painstaking (nonzero) eigenvalue A

1, for manifolds with
calculations [7,12] confirmed “energy level repul- Ric(u, u) ~ cwhere the constant c> 0 as in (32) (e.g.,
sion” for E in the chaotic regime; i.e., the distribu- refs. [4,5,14]). Although the low lying Am cannot be
tion of the nearest-neighbor spacings is Wigner not related to quantum mechanical energy eigenvalues,
Poisson. In order to examine the energy level fluc- they are tightly controlled by the geometry of the
tuations meaningfully, one has to decompose the manifold, and as Balazs andVoros [3] suggest, there
given spectrum into secular variations and fluctua- may exist interesting connections between certain
tions. There are several “unfolding” procedures classical dynamical quantities characterizing chaos
which map the original spectrum {Em} onto a new and the low lying Am.
spectrum {~m},which has on the average a constant
mean spacing over the entire energy interval. This The author wishes to thank Dr. T. Azzarelli, Pro-
spacing is then taken as the energy unit. One such fessor R.T. Park, and Professor J. Zeitlin for stim-
procedure makes use of Weyl’s estimate (23) (with ulating and helpful discussions.
correction terms if applicable) to obtain
CmN(Am2Em) [13]. This particular procedure
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